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**2019**

Glass: The UrbanGlass Quarterly no. 155 Summer 2019, New York, "Depth of Field" by Patricia Grieve Watkinson, pp. 27.


**2018**


Dialogues: Studio Glass from the Florence and Robert Werner Collection, published by the Lowe Art Museum, University of Miami, in conjunction with the exhibition, 2018, pp. 67.


Glass, The UrbanGlass Art Quarterly no. 152 Fall 2018 issue, New York, "When Worlds Collide" by Andrew Page, Chelsea Liu and Olivis M. Ryder, pp. 45-46.

The Glass Glass Collection, by John B. Henry, Ferdinand Hampson, and Patricia Grieve Watkinson, published by the Flint Institute of Arts on the occasion of the 2018 opening of the Contemporary Craft Wing, Flint, Michigan, pp. 198-199.

**2017**


No Glass Ceiling! Women working in Glass, part 1, Palm Springs Art Museum, October 14, 2017, p. 22.


Une Passion Partagée, La collection Gigi and Marcel Burg au MusVerre, 2017, pp. 16-17. Published on the occasion of the exhibition.


2016


Glass for the New Millennium: Master works from the Kaplan-Ostergaard Collection, published by the Crocker Art Museum, Sacramento, California, pp. 108.

Indian River, For the Love of Art issue, VBMA Celebrates 30 Years of Community Involvement, Growth, by Catherine Enns Grigas, published by Gregory Enns, Indian River County, FL, p. 66.


Vero Beach Magazine volume XIX no. 6 June 2016, Florida, pp. 173.

2015

Glass: The Glass Art Quarterly #140, Fall 2015, Brooklyn, New York, “Face First” by Paul J. Smith, pp. 3-4, 6, 18.

Contemporary Glass Vessels, Selections from the Corning Museum of Glass, by Tina Oldknow, published by Corning Museum of Glass, Corning, New York, p. 27

American Art Collector, March 2015 issue, Fused and Formed, by John O’Hern, pp. 146-147 (QRC scan link to video of the artist p.146)


Crafting a Collection, Fuller Craft Museum, Brockton, Massachusetts, p. 22.


2014


Modern Magazine, Spring 2014, Curator’s Eye by Victoria Cooke, Curator Columbia Museum of Art, Columbia South Carolina, Cover photo and article p. 100.


Art and Antiques, April 2014 issue, Cristallizing an Idea, by John Dorfman, pp. 75-83

Western Art and Architecture, June/July 2014, Things We Love, p. 44.

Art and Healing at Mayo Clinic, published by the Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research, Rochester, MN. published in association with the Mayo Sesquicentennial, Highlights of the Mayo Clinic Art Collection, Cover image, and pp. 5 -6

2013


Studio Glass in Focus: Dialogue and Innovation, The Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, Ohio, published on the occasion of the exhibition of same name, p.6

Creating the New Northwest: Selections from the Herb and Lucy Pruzan Collection, published by the Tacoma Art Museum, in conjunction with the exhibition, p.28, plate 90

2012


XX - XXI Siecles Verres, Collection du Musee des Arts Decoratifs, published the Musee des Arts Decoratifs, by Jean-Luc Olivier, p.178,179.


Bouquets to Art at the de Young Museum, by Pamela J, p.154-155

American Craft Magazine, February/March 2013, Interview with Toots Zynsky by Jessica Shaykett, p. 120-121.
2008


THE Magazine, August 2011, Santa Fe, New Mexico published by Guy and Judith Cross, p. 38


2010


2009


New Glass Review 30 published by the the Corning Museum of Glass p. 126.


2008


Chihuly AT RISD published by the Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design, Providence, RI, 2008, on the occasion of concurrent exhibitions Chihuly at RISD and Studio Glass in Rhode Island: The Chihuly Years.

Glass: The Urban Glass Art Quarterly, Number 110: Spring 2008 Reviews: Toots Zynsky Shadows at Barry Friedman, by Robert Morgan p. 64.

The Inquirer and Mirror, Female Glass Sculptors Take Center Stage at Dane, by Kate Dellas, July 2008, p. 2C


The 36th Annual International Glass Invitational, Habatat Galleries, Royal Oak, Michigan, USA, 2008.

The Inquirer and The Mirror, Nantucket Massachusetts. “Female Glass Sculptors take Center Stage at Dane”, July 2008.
2006

Glass: Material Matters published by the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles, CA in conjunction with the exhibition Glass: Material Matters, pp. 38, 44-45.

Crafting a Collection: Contemporary Craft in the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, Published by the Museum of Fine Arts Houston, Houston, Texas on the occasion of the exhibition Crafting a Collection, 2006, pp. 1, 37, & 63.


2007


Hot Glass, published by Dane Gallery and Corning Museum of Glass 2017, Nantucket


2005

Art & Antiques, December, 2005, Fires of Inspiration: Toots Zynsky explores the strong-fragile paradox that is glass, By Brook S. Mason pp.50-54.


Transformations, The Language of Craft, published by the National Gallery of Australia (in conjunction with the exhibition "Transformations" National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, Australia), pp. 90,132.


"The Canberra Times"(Australia), Magica l tour of craft, by Jennifer Kingma, Nov.4, 2005, pp. 4-5.


Chazan’s Choice; Gifts of Contemporary Art to The RISD Museum, by Judith Tannenbaum and Thomas S.Michie, published by Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design, in conjunction with the exhibition "Chazan’s Choice" Providence, RI, USA, pp.10,15, 59.

2004


Design from Scandinavia, No. 21, January 2004, Cover& back cover, pp. 1 & 158.
2003


Decorative Arts in the International Collections of the National Gallery of Victoria, published by The Trustees of the National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia, 2003, pp. 124-5.

Hot for Glass: Contemporary Glass from the Los Angeles Collections, published in conjunction with the exhibition "Hot for Glass", April 5th-May 22, 2003 California State University, Fullerton, California, USA, p. 49.


Glass from the Lagoon: Murano: Glass from the Olnick Spanu Collection, 2003 DVD produced in conjunction with the 2003-2006 North American Tour of the exhibit "Murano: Glass from the Olnick Spanu Collection".

Women Working in Glass, by Lucartha Kohler, published by Schiffer, Atgen, PA, USA, pp. 58-62, 64.

American Studio Glass: A Survey of the Movement, 2003 (published in conjunction with the traveling exhibition of the same name), by The William S. Fairfield Art Museum, Sturgeon Bay, WI, USA. Introduction by David J. Wagner, Guest Curator and Tour Director, pp. 32 & 34.


"New Times Broward Palm Beach" March 6-12, 2003, Glass Touched by Genius by Michael Mills, p. 27.


2002


Contemporary Directions: Glass from the Maxine and William Block Collection, published in conjunction with the exhibition at the Carnegie Museum of Art (May, 2002) and traveling to The Toledo Museum of Art (Fall 2003).

Crafting a Legacy: Contemporary American Crafts at the Philadelphia Museum of Art by Suzanne Ramljak, Philadelphia Museum of Art and Rutgers University Press, p. 120.


"The Providence Journal" (LIVE Section), At Newport, the Future of Glass Looks Solid, by Bill Van Siclen, May 9-12, 2002, p. 12.


The 30th Annual International Glass Invitational:, HABATAT Galleries, Michigan, USA, 2002, pp. 3 & 64.


2001


Toots Zynsky, catalogue published on the occasion of the traveling solo exhibition, "Toots Zynsky", Glasmuseet Ebeltoft, Ebeltoft, Denmark, Museo Carrer, Venice, Italy.


Flet Braid, publication that accompanied the Nordyllands Kunstmuseum and Tonder Museum exhibition Flet Braid, 2001, Denmark Sweden, pp. 116-119.

"The Columbus Dispatch", Columbus, Ohio, USA, Glass Glows with Colorful Threads, by Jacqueline Hall, March 18, 2001, Section C, p. 10.


"The Plain Dealer", Cleveland, Ohio, USA, Glass Artist’s Work Speaks for Itself, by Dan Tranberg, April 24, 2001 Section E, pp. 1 & 10.

Art Palm Beach, Hard cover publication that accompanied the Art Palm Beach Modern and Contemporary Art Fair, January, 2001, p. 126.


IL VETRO DI MURANO, by Gianfranco Toso, Arsenale Editrice, 2000, pp.188-89.


Defining Craft 1, Collecting for the New Millenium, American Craft Museum, New York, N.Y., USA, 2000, p. 83.


Glass, #79, Summer 2000, p. 51.

"Craft Views". The American Craft Museum, Fall 2000, p. 4.

The Italian Influence: Contemporary Glass, catalogue published on the occasion of the exhibition at Wood Street Galleries/Concept Art Gallery, Pittsburgh, PA., USA, Cover and p. 15.


GLASS ART From UrbanGlass, 2000 by Richard Wilfred Yelle, Contemporary glass from UrbanGlass, title page photo, and pp. 313-315


The 28th Annual International Glass Invitational, HABATAT Galleries, Michigan, USA, 2000, pp. 94 - 95.

"Verre & Creation", Contemporary Glass Newsletter No. 18, March 2000, Cover and p. 5.


"Sun-Sentinel", South Florida, USA, Glass With Class, by Deborah K. Dietsch, January 9, 2000, p. 3D.
1999


handmade:shifting paradigms, 1999 by Tay Swee Lin, Singapore Art Museum, National Heritage Board, pp. 64-65.


American Craft,” Focus: Toots Zynsky at Barry Friedman Ltd. by Eleanor Hartley; American Craft, New York, NY, Vol. 59, No. 1, Feb/Mar; p. 112.

The 26th Annual International Glass Invitational, HABATAT Galleries, Michigan, USA, pp. 8 and 21.


1998


A Passion for Glass: The Aviva and Jack A. Robinson Studio Glass Collection, by Bonita Fike, The Detroit Institute of Art, p. 75.

“American Way,” September 1; Radical Glass, pp. 66-72.
1997


“Views”, Glass Today at MFA, curator’s views, RISD, Fall 1997, p. 42.


GL’ART ’97, Hsinchu International Art Festival, p. 116.


1996


Glass Art: The Belkin Collection 3, Huntington Museum of Art, 1996, p. 44.


"The Detroit News", Detroit, MI, USA, Glass Artist Threads her Way to Pontiac for a Showing of her Unique Works, June 13, 1996, p. 2F.

Detroit Free Press, Downtown Pontiac Galleries Feature Glass Bristles and Metal Quilts, by David Lyman, June 14, 1996, Detroit, Michigan, p. D5


"Maison Francaise” February 1996, La Couleur, C’est Leur Passion p. 76.
1995

International Survey of Contemporary Art Glass, The Pittsburgh Cultural Trust and Concept Art Gallery, Pitts-
Couleurs & Transparance: Chefs-d’œuvre du verre contemporain, 6 Octobre - 31 Décembre 1995, Éditions de
Neues Glas, 4/95, Germany Language Publications: Englewood NJ, Couleurs et Transparence by Antoinette
Faij-Hallé, pp. 11-20.
The 23rd Annual International Glass Invitational, HABATAT Galleries, p.67.
Une ville et sa mémoire à découvrir et à partager dans un Guide Gallimard: Paris, FRANCE, Éditions Nou-
Visionaries of the American Craft Movement, American Craft Museum Honors, 1994, p. 36.
The '95 Hsinchu International Festival for Glass Arts, National Festival of Culture and Arts, February 1995,
Hsinchu City, pp. 55, 87.
House Beautiful, Volume 137, Number 5, May, by Marian Burros, pp. 92-95.
De Florijin (Personel magazine of Nederlandsche Bank), Amsterdam, The Netherlands, March, pp. 12, by Henk
Jager.
Neues Glas, 2, p. 67, 74, 97.
Ceramic Antica, Ferrara, Italy, Numero 2 (46), Anno V, Febbraio, by Caterina Tognon, pp.51-53.
Glass Now 17th - World Studio Glass Exhibition, January 1995, Takako Sano, American Arts and Crafts, San
Rafeal CA, USA, pp. 26, 59.
La revue de la Céramique et du Verre, Vendin-le-Vieil, France, January/February, Cover photo, interview by
Jean-Claude Bester, pp. 32-39.
1994


"De Standaard, DS Magazine", Brussels, Belgium, 2de jaargang, no. 37, October 7, pp. 22-23.

Glass Now 16th, World Studio Glass Exhibition, Takako Sano, American Art & Craft, Inc. USA/Japan, p. 43.


The 22nd Annual International Glass Invitational, Habatat Galleries, Michigan, USA, p. 35.


1993


Contemporary Crafts and The Saxe Collection, The Toledo Museum of Art, organized by Davira S. Taragin, Hudson Hills Press, New York, USA, pp 34, 210, 89.


1992


Design Visions, The Art Gallery of Western Australia, Perth, Australia, pp. 32, 73.

All About Glass, Shinshusha Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan.

Contemporary Kilnformed Glass, Bullseye Glass Co., Oregon, USA, p. 78.

Clearly Art, Pilchuck’s Glass Legacy, Lloyd E. Herman, edited by the Whatcom Museum of History and Art, University of Washington Press, USA, p. 53.

Pilchuck Works, Pilchuck Glass School, Washington, USA, p.32.


The Survey Of Glass In The World, Kyuryodo Art Publishing Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, volume 6, p. 49.


“Femina”, Lausanne, Switzerland, 15 May, Exposition, Ode à la Coupe, p.9.

“La tribune de Geneve”, Geneva, Switzerland, 18 April, Ode à la Coupe au Musée des Arts décoratifs de Lausanne.

“24 heures”, Lausanne, Switzerland, Wednesday, April 1, Magazine, De terre, de soie ou de papier, p.49.


“Burd International”, Hamburg, Germany, January, p. 16.

1991

Configura 1 - Kunst in Europa Erfurt ‘91, Galerie am Fischmarkt, Erfurt, Germany, p. 274.

Chefs d’oeuvres de la verrerie en France du XIXe siècle à nos jours – catalogue Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Prague, Czechoslovakia, plate #79.

Arts and Crafts in Europe ’91 - catalogue, Stuttgart Exhibition.


“Partance”, Paris, France, No. 5, September, Mariage En Couleur De L’Audace et de la Technique, photo pp. 120-121.


“Kunsthandverk”, Norway, No. 43, April, Cover photo.

1990


"Beaux Arts", France, No. 85, December, Echos du Mois.


Contemporary American and European Glass, Creative Glass Center of America catalogue for benefit auction, Sotheby's, N.Y. USA 3/17/90, p.20.


"Ambiente, die Kunst zu Leben", Germany, No. 4, April, Uberall auf der welt zu hause, Zürich, p. 14.
1989


Expressions en Verre, 140 Sculptures, Collection du Musée des Arts Décoratifs de la Ville de Lausanne, Acquisitions 87-89, edited by R. Lippuner, Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Lausanne, Switzerland, pp. 30, 87.

Venini, Franco Maria Ricci Publishing Co., Italy, pp. 67, 222.


Glass Now '89, Takako Sano, Yamaha Corporation, Publishers, Tokyo, Japan.

“Compres Repro-Special”, The Netherlands, issue no. 25, December, cover photo and pp. 24-32.


“Glasswork Quarterly”, Tokyo, Japan, April, Toot Zinsky (sic), pp. 21-25.

“FIBREARTS”- United States, summer, volume 16, no. 1, Gallery - Toots Zynsky: A Weaver of Glass Fibers.

“Glass Art”, United States, July/August, Glass Art People, My Full Name is Mary Ann Toots Zynsky. But Toots just Suites (sic) Me Better I Guess, Shawn Waggoner, Cover and pp. 86-89.

“Art Aurea”, Ulm, Germany, No. 3/1989, March, Achtung zebrechlich!, Monica Trüjen, pp. 44-47.


“Kunst & Antiquitäten”, Germany, November, photo, pp. 32-33.

“Eigen Huis & Interieur”, The Netherlands, December, p.36.


“Dagblad Tubantia”, The Netherlands, 30 November, Vormen in glas panorama hedendaunst.

1988

“t Circuit”, The Netherlands, No. 11 January/February, Moderne Glaskunst in Gemeentmuseum Roermond, p.14

“Haagsche Courante”, The Netherlands, 18 October, De eeuwige discussie rond de glaskunst.


Palais de Chaillot, catalogue, 1er Festival des Arts 1900 2000, Palais de Chaillot, Paris, France.


Utrechts Nieuwsblad”, The Netherlands, 29 December, ‘Vormen in glas’ liat zien dat glaskunst meer is dan vazen en schalen, pp.66-68.


“Neues Glas 4”, Germany, November/December, Rakow Award for Ann Toots Zynsky (sic).

“Zuerichsee Zeitung”, Zurich, Switzerland, 18 May, Schwerelose Glasgebilde, Sabine Weder-Arlitt.


“Freunden”, Germany, 8 June, Freunden in der Schweiz.


“Zuercher Altstadt”, Zürich, Switzerland, 5 May, Heute Vernissage in der Sanske-Galerie.


“Glas & Keramiek”, The Netherlands, November/December, Vormen in Glas, pp.18-19.


“Svenska Dagbladet”, Sweden, 18 March, Glas på konstmässa, front page.

1987

Glass Now ’87, Takako Sano, Yamaha Corporation, Publishers, Japan.

Toots Zynsky - catalogue, Galerie Clara Scremini, Paris, France.


"Neues Glas", Germany, 4/87, October/December, Toots Zynsky, Glas für Glas, color for color, Cover photo, Dagmar Sinz, pp. 276-279.


"Le Nouveau VSD", Paris, France, 22-28 October, La Coupe est pleine, p. 112.


"Intramuros", Paris, France, September/October, Expositions, p.57

"Industrial Design", United States, September/October, New & Notable, p. 79

"New Work Glass", United States, No. 29 Spring, Recent Acquisitions; New York City, by William Warmus, p. 35


"Jardin des Modes", Paris, France, No. 105, February, Quand l’art renoue avec le verre.


1986

Craft Today - Poetry of the Physical, Paul Smith & Edward Lucy Smith, Wiedenfelt & Nicolson, publishers for the American Craft Museum.

"American Craft ", USA, June/July, Portfolio, pp. 46, 47.


"La Gazette de l’Hotel Drouot", No. 17 25 April, p. 49.

"Arts, Antiques, Auctions", Belgium, April, Metiers d’Art, p. 60.

"Beaux Arts Magazine", Paris, France, No. 34 April, Expositions, p.91.

"The Philadelphia Inquirer", Pennsylvania, USA, Thursday, October 23, A New York Museum and a show here put focus on craft, by Edward J. Sozanski, p. 5-C.


1985


Interi Annual, La Casa, Electa Periodici, Milano, Italy, pp. 154, 155.

“Neues Glas “, no. 2, Germany, p. 131.


1984


1983


“Arizona Arts and Travel”, Arizona, January, Rebirth of Glorious Glass, Trish Williamson, pp. 8-10.


1981


1980


1978


1973

Recent RISD Glass, Rhode Island School of Design, Providence, Rhode Island, USA, p.3.